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Ford HIM Module supply changes:
Injectronics have changed the way we supply the popular Ford HIM modules. These changes remove the need
for programming the unit as heater only, single or dual zone.
This ensures customers are ﬁ ng the correct part number (early & late models diﬀer in calibra%on so&ware),
and will avoid errors with the repairer uploading old / early calibra%on so&ware into later model part numbers
which can damage the replacement module.
A&er installa%on of an Injectronics, pre programmed HIM, the ICC display will work but the airmix door posi%on
requires rese ng.
The customer will only need to disconnect the ba.ery for 5 seconds, reconnect ba.ery, then using a scantool,
check and clear any fault codes in the HIM. This will cause the HIM to set the airmix door posi%on and opera%ng
parameters automa%cally. Disconnect scantool and check climate control opera%on.
GREY HIM PART# 3R2319C933AA/B/C
Where 3R stands for ﬁrst 2 digits of OE Ford part #

Part Numbers:
HIM3RMCO – MANUAL CLIMATE CONTROL/SINGLE ZONE
HIM3RHCO – AUTOMATIC CLIMATE CONTROL/DUAL ZONE
Fitment / applica%ons:
SX 2003-2005/SY 2005-2010 TERRITORY suits all variants TS/TX/
GHIA/TURBO/SR/SR2/FPV F6X
BA 2002-2005 FALCON suits all variants of FALCON UTE/FALCON/
FAIRMONT/FAIRLANE/LTD/XR6/XR6T/XR8
BF 2005-2008 FALCON suits all variants of FALCON UTE/FALCON/FAIRMONT/FAIRLANE/LTD/XR6/XR6T/XR8
GREY/BLACK HIM PART# 8R2919C933AA/B/C
Where 8R stands for ﬁrst 2 digits of OE Ford part #

Part Numbers:
HIM8RMCO - MANUAL CLIMATE CONTROL/SINGLE ZONE
HIM8RHCO - AUTOMATIC CLIMATE CONTROL/DUAL ZONE
Fitment / applica%ons:
FG MK1 FALCON 2008 up to OCTOBER 2011 suits all variants The
speciﬁc models included the Falcon XT, the luxury G6, G6E, G6E
Turbo, and the sports XR6, XR6 Turbo and XR8. The ute variants
included the base Falcon Ute, R6, XR6, XR6 Turbo and XR8

Feel free to contact the ‘Tech Support’ line for further clariﬁca*on if required.
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